FWHM analysys
In the following Tables, FWHM values for each peak of the simulations presented in the paper are reported. Table 1 : FWHM values (cm -1 ) for the frequencies detected for conf I from the zpe simulation reported in Figure 2 in the paper.
Mode FWHM Mode FWHM  v24  40  v12  37  v23  76  v11  85  v22  33  v10  34  v21  41  v9  36  v20  45  v8  33  v19  36  v7  51  v18  35  v6  38  v17  60  v5  69  v16  36  v4  70  v15  34  v3  68  v14  47  v2  80  v13  40  v1  37  zpe  58 Table 2 : FWHM values (cm -1 ) for the frequencies detected for conf I from the simulations with mode-specific harmonic excitation reported in Figure 3 in the paper. For mode v24, as explained in the paper, this kind of simulation has not been performed.
Mode FWHM Mode FWHM  v24  -v12  131  v23  90  v11  165  v22  138  v10  133  v21  80  v9  122  v20  115  v8  157  v19  41  v7  46  v18  164  v6  130  v17  63  v5  150  v16  50  v4  143  v15  42  v3  94  v14  51  v2  147  v13  51  v1  36   Table 3 : FWHM values (cm -1 ) for the frequencies detected for conf II/III/IV with a zpetrajectory and reported in Table 5 in the paper. 
Zero-point Energy Leak Investigation
A potential drawback (which could lead to noisy, bad resolved and unreliable spectra) of a method based on classical trajectories started with given initial quantized conditions (like
is what is commonly refered to as "zero-point energy leak". Zero-point energy leak is due to the fact that once the classical dynamics is started, then there is no warranty that each mode preserves its quantized energy during the trajectory evolution. As a consequence, some modes might end up having less energy than required by the zero-point motion, while others heat up even considerably. The issue should be carefully investigated in systems, like glycine, where energy can flow between many coupled degrees of freedom, and especially in simulations based on a single trajectory that cannot rely on the "washout" of an ensemble average. An approximate (normal modes couple during the dynamical evolution of an anharmonic system) but anyway insightful approach to check on the leak issue is to examine the distribution of classical kinetic energy among normal vibrational modes as a function of time (see Figure 1 which reports on the instantenous values of the kinetic energy in each mode for a trajectory started from the Conf I equilibrium configuration with zero-point energy and evolved for 50000 au). From Figure 1 it appears that some of the low-frequency modes (especially ν 23 and ν 24 ) heats up (not surprisingly due to their very low frequencies and initial energies), while some higher frequency modes have a tendency to cool down. A better estimate is obtained by comparing kinetic energy averages calculated on the first (time 0 -25000 au) and second (time 25000 -50000 au) half of the trajectory. At t=0 all the energy in the modes is kinetic and we set it equal to 100. Its average value over the trajectory is then expected to be lower than that (it would be 50 for a set of uncoupled harmonic oscillators averaged over a vibrational period or a multiple of it). As a consequence, modes with an average value greater than 100 have gained some energy, while those with a very low average value have lost it. Table 4 reports the results. What is found is that modes ν 24 and ν 23 starts and keep on heating up since the beginning, while mode ν 2 is the one that cools down the most. In general, there are no drastic changes in the two sets of average values with the already mentioned exception of ν 24 and ν 23 . On the basis of this analysis, we again conclude that even if zero point energy leak cannot be avoided in a classical dynamics evolution, in the present case it is not so massive to spoil the semiclassical outcomes. This is a confirmation of what we could expect from the semiclassical spectra. They present clear, definite peaks differently from the noisy, badly resolved ones typical of systems in which zero-point energy leak is a key factor.
Modes ν Table 4 : Average kinetic energy for the 24 vibrational modes of glycine. Data reported represent the percentage with respect to the initial kinetic energy (set equal to 100) in each mode. The trajectory has been run starting from the equilibrium geometry of conformer I and with harmonic zero-point energy. Averages have been calculated over the first half of the trajectory (t = 0-25000 au) and the second half (t = 25000-50000 au). 
